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A MUQARNAS DRAWING FROM THIRTEENTH-CENTURY ARMENIA
AND THE USE OF ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

DURING THE MIDDLE AGES

How was architecture designed in the pre-modern
world? Following contemporary conventions, we might
automatically assume that the process began with a
drawing. The historical evidence suggests otherwise,
however, for medieval Europe, for Byzantium, and
for the Islamic world. The accounts of the great French
Romanesque monastic church at Cluny in the late
eleventh century, for example-a building that was
at the time of its construction the largest church in
the world-never mention the use of drawings. The
romanticized, nineteenth-century view of its construc-
tion depicts a monkish master builder at work with
compass and drawings, as the great abbey church
rises behind him (fig. 1).1 In contrast, the medieval
manuscript illustrations recounting the events that
precipitated the construction at Cluny tell a differ-
ent story (figs. 2-3). Lying on his deathbed at Cluny,
the visiting abbot Gunzo of Baume has a vision in
which Sts. Peter, Paul, and Stephen instruct him to
tell Abbot Hugh to build a new church for the mon-
astery, "for the brethren can scarcely abide the
crampedness" of the old one.2 The saints instruct him
on the size and details of the new building, laying
out the plan for him with ropes, as the illustration
shows. In the second scene, Gunzo, his health mirac-
ulously restored, informs Abbot Hugh of the saints'
instructions, apparently with hand gestures. These il-
lustrations are perhaps most instructive for what they
do not include-and which the nineteenth-century
illustrator automatically assumed-that is, the use of
drawings to codify and convey architectural ideas. It
is only when we are firmly in the Gothic period of
the thirteenth century and later that we find clear
evidence for the use of architectural drawings.'

The same absence is notable in the Byzantine world
as well. Two illustrative examples are, first, in an ep-
isode in the Lfe of the eccentric eleventh-century stylite
saint Lazaros Galesiotes, the saint directed the con-

struction of a new refectory in his monastery, which
was located near Ephesus. "When the builders were
about to raise our refectory, our father, standing on
top of his column, indicating with the fingers of his
right hand, delineated the length and breadth for
the builders." One of the brothers complained that
the "form of the work" (schematismos tou ergou) was
absurdly large for their small community, to which
the saint responded, in effect: "If you build it, they
will come."4

Several points are noteworthy here. First, it is dif-
ficult either to prepare or use a drawing while stand-
ing on the top of a column. Second, only with the
plan delineated on the ground could the monk's
observation on scale be made. Finally, the word dak-
tylodeikton, meaning "indicated with the fingers," seems
similar to the gestures of Gunzo as he explains the
plan of the church to Abbot Hugh in the manuscript
from Cluny. One gets the impression that Lazaros is
pointing out the coordinates from on high, and the
brethren are scurrying around to mark them on the
site. Taken out of context, the phrase schematismos
tou ergou might sound as if it were referring to a work-
ing plan, but in context, it does not.

The second, more telling, piece of information
comes from the tenth-century military treatise known
as the Poliorcetica of Heron of Byzantium, which fol-
lows an ancient treatise by the architect Apollodorus
on the construction of siege engines.5 Heron insists
that he is repeating the ancient prototype exactly,
with two exceptions. First, he is updating the obscure
vocabulary so that it will be comprehensible to his
audience; and second, he is doing the same with the
illustrations. Accordingly, what in Apollodorus was a
schema becomes a schematismos in Heron. The two il-
lustrations show the difference. The schema is a two-
dimensional diagram, a working drawing (fig. 4). The
schematismos transforms it into a three-dimensional
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Fig. 2. Detail of an illuminated manuscript illustrating Gunzo's
dream at Cluny. Bibliotheque Nationale de France, ms. lat. 17716,
fol. 43. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris)

Fig. 1. The medieval master mason of Cluny at work. (After E.
Boudiot)

image, with tiny figures added to show how it works
(fig. 5)-that is, what was diagrammatic in the orig-
inal has become representational in Heron's version.
It suggests that Heron's audience did not understand
the working drawings, and we may suspect that if they
did not understand them, they did not use them.
Another illustration indicates that even Heron had
trouble understanding them (fig. 6). One siege ma-
chine, a sort of extension ladder, was described in
Apollodorus' text, but the accompanying illustrations
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were irlssing, ania rtieron naa to create nls own. i ne
text describes the "plan and elevation" (to keimenon Fig. 3. Detail of an illuminated manuscript showing Gunzo relating

his dream to Abbot Hugh. Bibliothaque Nationale de France,
kai to orthomenon), but Heron shows instead the ma- ms. lat. 17716, fol. 43. (Photo: courtesy of the Bibliotheque
chine twice, folded flat and fully extended. Evidently Nationale, Paris)
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MUQARNAS DRAWING FROM THIRTEENTH-CENTURY ARMENIA

Fig. 4. Drawing based on a detail from a treatise on siege engines
showing the Ram of Hegetor. Bibliotheque Nationale de France,
ms. suppl. gr. 607. (After Wescher)

Fig. 5. Drawing based on a detail from a treatise on siege engines
showing the Ram of Hegetor. Vatican Library, Rome, ms. gr. 1605.
(After Wescher)

Fig. 6. Drawing based on a detail from a treatise on siege engines
showing a lookout tower. Vatican Library, Rome, ms. gr. 1605.
(After Wescher)

he did not understand the proper meaning of the
words for plan and elevation.

How then were buildings designed? Texts, like the
tale of Gunzo, indicate buildings were laid out full
scale on site, normally with ropes, the same way land
measurements were done.6 Simply put, medieval build-
ers had to know their ropes. Nikon of Sparta laid
out his new church with ropes in the tenth century. 7

In the Armenian foundation rite, first twelve unpol-
ished stones were placed at the four corners of the
church; then the officiating bishop took the archi-
tect's measuring line and marked out the space of
the foundation.8 But if we consider the general con-
servatism of most medieval buildings, the plans were
never very complicated. An experienced mason would
have known the basic architectural types and the short-
hand ways of laying them out. Then, as the building
rose, the details of the elevation were calculated. We
have some evidence for this, such as the inscribed
lines from the floor of a church at Resafa in Syria
and from the wall of the church of Qanlh Kilise in
Cappadocia, showing the calculations for the construc-
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tion of the arches. 9 Thus, it would seem, some ele-
mentary drawings may have become necessary dur-
ing the construction process to determine some of
the more difficult details, but the surviving evidence
indicates that these were not planned in advance and
were worked out on site, after the construction was
well under way. That is to say, design and construc-
tion-separate processes in today's architecture-were
inextricably interconnected in medieval architecture.
There are similar drawings from medieval Europe,
such as the tracing floors of Gothic churches, where
the profiles of arches and the detailed traceries of
windows were worked out, full scale as, for example,
at Wells Cathedral or York Minster.' 0

In the Islamic world, the use of drawings would
appear to have been similar. There are several early
textual references to architectural drawings, which
have been assembled and discussed by Gfilru Neci-
poglu.n These fall into three basic categories. First,
there are depictions of architecture-rather than
architectural drawings, such as the drawings of two
buildings in a Qur'an manuscript discovered in Sana'a,
which show the buildings simultaneously in plan and
elevation. 12 These would have nothing to do with the
creation of architecture and served other purposes.
Second, there are references to buildings laid out
full scale on site, such as the laying out of the city of
Baghdad by al-Mansur in 762.13 Writing a century later,
al-Ya'qubi says the plan was traced directly on the
ground. Another, slightly later account by al-Tabari
says that the plan was delineated on the ground with
ashes, cotton seeds, and naphtha and then ignited
so that the caliph, standing in the center, could get
some sense of its form in three dimensions, an ex-
periment that would be interesting to re-create.14

Third, and most problematic, are references to
drawings on parchment, or on skins, or on garments.
When al-Mansur wanted to transfer the site of the
markets of Baghdad in 774, "he then had a large
garment brought, traced on it the plan of the mar-
ket," replicating the details and ownership of the
original. 15 Similarly, the architect of the Ibn Tulun
mosque in Cairo, dated to 876, was provided with
parchment onto which he could draw the plan, so
that the ruler could understand the design.' 6 In the
Islamic texts that tie the use of drawings to the con-
struction of buildings, there are several references
to historical rulers drawing the plans. The Ghaznav-
id ruler Mas'ud (1031-41) is said to have drawn ar-
chitectural plans on paper: "He built with his own

knowledge of geometry and drew the lines with his
own exalted hand."' 7 The Kubadabad Palace near
Konya is said to have been designed by the Seljuq
ruler 'Ala' al-Din Kayqubad in 1226, who drew the
design of each palace structure.18 But it is not clear
if these instances are mentioned in the chronicles
because they represent common practice or because
they were unusual, although we suspect the latter.

There are numerous references to drawings (tarh)
in the fourteenth century among the Ilkhanids.'9 The
earliest surviving example of a drawing from the Is-
lamic world is the design for a muqarnas vault in-
scribed on a plaster slab about 50 cm square, found
in the excavations at the Ilkhanid palace at Takht-i-
Sulayman, in eastern Iran (fig. 7). The site had a
very short period of use, with all finds dated ca. 1270.
The drawing has been analyzed in detail by Harb,
who demonstrates that it represents one-quarter of a
muqarnas vault in plan. 20 The relationship of the
drawing to the built elements at the site, however, is
not entirely clear. Although it may be the only sur-
viving drawing from an Islamic context from before
the fifteenth century, combined with a number of
textual references, it suggests that the use of archi-
tectural drawings was common among the Ilkhanids
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Like
the inscribed semicircles and quadrants from Byzan-
tium, the Takht-i-Sulayman drawing would seem to
represent the calculations for the more complex' de-
tails of the elevation, and was perhaps executed while
the building was already under construction. The
design of a muqarnas vault was clearly a difficult busi-
ness, and with the geometric complexities, it is hard
to imagine its construction without some sort of ad-
vance planning. As in Byzantium and the West, the
increasing scale and complexity of building projects
demanded a greater amount of advance planning and
thus presupposes some sort of architectural drawings.
Unfortunately, the beginnings of the use of drawings
are as unclear in the Islamic East as they are in Gothic
Europe. We can suggest, based on the scale and com-
plexity of building projects, when they should have
appeared, but the actual surviving evidence is con-
siderably later in date.

Let us now turn to a new piece to this puzzle and
the provocative questions it raises. In 1985, the thir-
teenth-century Armenian monastery of Astvatsankal
was surveyed under the direction of Suren Saroian.
The monastery is located to the northwest of Erevan
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MUQARNAS DRAWING FROM THIRTEENTH-CENTURY ARMENIA

Fig. 7. Plan of a muqarnas quarter vault inscribed on a plaster slab found at Takht-i-Sulayman, Iran. (Photo: courtesy of German
Archaeological Institute, Berlin)

in the region of T'alin. The original chapel at the
site dates from the fifth or sixth century, to which
the main church or katholikon was added on the north
side. It is dated by inscription to 1244, attributed to
the patronage of Prince K'urd and his wife XoriSa-
li.2 1 A separate inscription names a master, presum-
ably the builder, named Yovhanes. The large gavit or
narthex was constructed immediately following the
church, and must have been completed by ca. 1250
(fig. 8).22 The interior space of the gavit is subdivid-
ed by four freestanding piers, which support several
different types of ornamental vaults. Above the square
central space was a complex muqarnas vault, mea-
suring just over 5 m on each side, with a central erdik
or oculus, which may have originally been covered
by a colonnaded canopy (fig. 9). The construction is
of a dark volcanic tuff, with the overlapping layers

corbelled outward from the square base, as the dia-
gram indicates (see detail, fig. 12). The exposed sur-
faces of the individual blocks were carved with shell
or floral patterns and highlighted with paint. Eight
different types of blocks were used to create the sev-
en steps of the muqarnas vault. The eighth step formed
the oculus. Two of the smaller bays of the Astvat-
sankal gavit were also covered by muqarnas vaults (fig.
10). This type of large, four-columned gavit was com-
mon in thirteenth-century Armenia, serving a com-
bination of ecclesiastical, civil, and commemorative
functions, somewhat similar to the narthex or lite of
a Byzantine church.23

Traditionally, Armenian churches lacked narthexes,
and in almost all instances, when a gavit is present, it
represents a separate construction from the church
proper. Gavits tend to be large spaces, for they occa-
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Fig. 8. Astvatsankal Monastery, Armenia. Vault plan, section, and floor plan of the gavit (After S. Mnatsakanian)

sionally housed assemblies. Perhaps because it was a
new building type-our first dated example is at the
Horomos monastery of 1038-it was not limited by
the conservatism of church architecture.2 4 The com-
mon nine-bayed plan of the gavit calls to mind the
typical nine-bayed mosque plan that spread through-
out the Islamic world from Central Asia to Spain af-
ter the Abbasid era; at the same time, the domed,
nine-bayed design was common for the naos of both
Byzantine and Armenian churches.2 5

The gavit represents some of the most experimen-
tal and innovative architectural forms of the medi-
eval East, displaying a wide variety of structural solu-
tions and a great variety of vaulting forms, even within
a single building. In all, variety and complexity seem
to have been desired ends. For that reason, the thir-
teenth-century gavits are excellent indicators of ar-
chitectural inventiveness, and with forms imitated from
adjacent cultures, also indicators of cultural interac-
tion. Other, better preserved, examples known from

Geghard (before 1225), Harie' (ca. 1224), and Gan-
dzasar (1261) were equipped with elaborated mu-
qarnas vaults similar to the vault at Astvatsankal and
perhaps executed by the same masons.2 6 The early-
thirteenth-century muqarnas vault of the gavit at the
Church of the Apostles at Ani also has similar geo-
metry.2 7

During the 1985 survey at Astvatsankal, one of the
Armenian team found a hitherto unnoticed drawing
inscribed onto the south facade of the gavit. This
drawing, to which we shall return, was correctly in-
terpreted by Norair Karapetian to be a working draw-
ing for the construction of the central muqarnas vault.
Unfortunately, because of subsequent events affect-
ing Armenia and the former Soviet Union, the re-
sults of the survey were never published. Even more
unfortunately, the building in question was devastat-
ed in the 1988 Armenian earthquake, and the cen-
tral vault and the north and west walls of the gavit
collapsed. During the subsequent restoration, which

0 0
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Fig. 9. Astvatsankal Monastery, Armenia. View into central vault of the gavil. (Photo: courtesy of A. Ghazarian)

Fig. 10. Astvatsankal Monastery, Armenia. View into lateral vault of the gavil. (Photo: courltesy of A. Ghazarian)
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was undocumented and of dubious quality, the walls
were rebuilt, but the original blocks were not returned
to their original positions. When Ghazarian revisited
the site in 1998, the drawing had disappeared. He
speculates that either the block on which it was in-
scribed was wrongly positioned in the restoration, with
the drawing now obscured, or that it was lost among
the hundreds of stones littering the site, now cov-
ered by high grass. Another possibility, although highly
unlikely, is that the restorers took the block to the
archive for safekeeping, but a search in the archive
has proved equally futile.

Our study thus suffers from significant limitations.
Nevertheless, we believe the evidence from Astvat-
sankal is important and worth presenting, even in a
preliminary manner, for it raises some critical ques-
tions and adds some useful details to our picture of
architectural developments in the thirteenth century.

The Astvatsankal drawing was found on a stone
slab in the second row of masonry on the south facade
of the gavit. Ghazarian prepared a carefully measured
drawing at 1:5 scale, on which our analysis is based
(fig. 11). The drawing is in many ways comparable
to the Takht-i-Sulayman drawing, although it may be
as much as twenty to twenty-five years earlier in date-
that is to say, this is our earliest muqarnas drawing,
and it comes from a very different cultural context.
More significantly, this is the only known example of
a muqarnas drawing corresponding to an actual

muqarnas vault that allows comparison between draw-
ing and architectural form. The Astvatsankal draw-
ing represents almost one-quarter of the muqarnas
vault, laying out the geometry of the plan for the
lower three stages of the Vault, determining the axis
and contours of the blocks, but without the orna-
mental flourishes. It is, in fact, a scale drawing, done
to two-thirds scale of the actual vault. In the stone
drawing, the half-length is 178.2 cm, from which the
overall length of the vault can be projected to be
534.6 cm. The length of the actual vault was mea-
sured at 535 cm, so the degree of correspondence is
remarkable. In addition to the lines showing the forms
of the blocks, the drawing includes a number of mis-
aligned incisions, as well as lines necessary for calcu-
lating the geometry, which do not appear in the vault.
Moreover, the drawing does not include one set of
repeat patterns and so is slightly abridged from the
final form of the vault. From these details and dis-
crepancies one can conclude that the drawing rep-
resents the planning of the vault before its construc-
tion. It is not simply an attempt to replicate it after it
was constructed.

If we compare the drawing to the plan of the com-
pleted vault, it is apparent that the most difficult part
of the geometry was simply getting started, defining
the angles of the first course, at 22.5 and 67.5 de-
grees-which represent one-quarter and three-quar-
ters of a 90-degree angle. These angles could have

0 50 cm

Fig. 11. Astvatsankal Monastery, Armenia. Drawing of a muqarnas vault inscribed on the south facade of the gavit. (Drawing by A.
Ghazarian)
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easily been calculated by subdividing a 90-degree
angle. The geometry of the next courses changes to
45 degrees, and beyond that the geometry was estab-
lished from the lines already in the drawing. The
diagrams provided by Mnatsakanian to show the geo-
metric development of a muqarnas vault are remark-
ably similar to the medieval drawing (fig. 12).28 The
elevation was simpler to calculate, formed by the su-
perimposed, corbelled courses of stone, which were
of identical height-as shown in Mnatsakanian's sim-
plified diagram. The geometric plan determined the
projection and angle of the blocks in each course.

In plan, the first step consists of alternating tall
and short isosceles triangles with trapezoids at the

corners. The next step consists of skewed almond-
shaped blocks, with their inner tips cut. These two
steps are fully represented in the drawing. The third
step follows, but requires drawing a few lines between
established intersections. Once this grid and the di-
agonals are established, the next several steps follow
without difficulty. The sketch plan of a quarter-vault
(fig. 13) shows the continuation of the geometric
pattern through the first five steps. Although the
Takht-i-Sulayman drawing appears more detailed, in
fact, as Harb has shown, additional calculations were
necessary to move from the two-dimensional geometric
plan of the drawing to the three-dimensional geom-
etry of the vault.2 9
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Fig. 12. Geometric diagrams and the steps in the construction of a muqarnas vault. (After Mnatsakanian)
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Fig. 13. Sketch diagram showing the continuation of the geometric pattern of the Astvatsankal drawing; quarter-vault with first
five steps. (Drawing by R. Ousterhout)

This is the only known example of an architectur-
al drawing from medieval Armenia. But drawings of
this sort could have easily been covered or effaced
when the building was completed, or destroyed with
the weathering of the surface. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, such details as this can be easily overlooked
by scholars when a building is studied.

What does this drawing tell us about architectural
procedures in the thirteenth century? First, it does
not tell us that the Armenians invented the muqar-
nas vault, a theory sometimes proposed by Armenian
scholars.30 But it does encourage us to view architec-
tural developments within a broader, less restrictive
perspective, not limited by today's artificial scholarly
boundaries, or by traditional ethnic and religious ri-
valries. With political borders and alliances that were
often fluid in the Middle Ages, the cultural position
of Armenia has always posed problems to scholars:
how did it relate to Byzantium and to the Islamic
states? Was it a distinct culture, or one that exerted
a significant cultural impact on, and benefited by cul-

tural appropriations from, adjacent cultures? These
questions go far beyond the scope of our short re-
port, but they must be borne in mind nonetheless.
For the time being, we may point out the prominence
of the Kingdom of Lesser Armenia in Cilicia during
the thirteenth century, as well as the numerous Ar-
menians living under Turkish rule. Moreover, the
strong political coalition between the Mongols and
the Armenians must have facilitated cultural exchange.

The architecture of Armenia and Georgia, isolat-
ed in the Caucasus, differs in many ways from the
architecture of the Byzantine Empire, with which it
is usually grouped. The complex geometry, the transfer
of architectural designs from one center to another,
and the intricate cut-stone architecture of the Cau-
casus might suggest the continued use of architec-
tural drawings in this region, long after they had
ceased to be used in Byzantium.3 1 The tightly fitted
ashlar construction would have required a greater
degree of advanced preparation than the typical brick
and stone construction of Byzantium, in which dis-
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crepancies could be masked by the generous appli-
cation of mortar.3 2 Three-dimensional maquettes of
buildings also survive from Armenia, from as early as
the seventh century, although it is not clear if they
should be interpreted as presentation models or rem-
nants of the planning process. 3 3 Moreover, there are
a few textual references to the use of drawings.3 4 Most
persuasively, a unique presentation image from the
tenth-century Georgian church of K'orogo shows the
mason and donors with a floor plan of the church
(fig. 14).35 The lintel of the same church is decorat-
ed with scenes of the building's construction and ded-
ication. All of this suggests that the builders of the
Caucasus would have been familiar with architectur-
al drawings.

It is also perhaps significant that Armenian build-
ers traveled. The most famous, Trdat, directed the
reconstruction of the dome of Hagia Sophia in Con-
stantinople following its partial collapse in the tenth
century.3 6 Armenian masons are also documented

among the Seljuqs of Anatolia, participating in the
construction of caravansarais. 3 7 There are also nu-
merous Seljuq buildings constructed in Armenian
territory, as at Ahlat, Erzurum, and elsewhere in east-
ern Anatolia.

At the same time, the muqarnas form is clearly
older than its appearance in Armenia, to which it
apparently came from Iraq, Iran, and Central Asia,
where it was known since at least the mid eleventh
century, after the Seljuq conquest. In the architec-
ture of related cultures, however, the Anatolian Sel-
juq state would seem to provide the best compari-
sons. Working similarly with cut stone, the Seljuq
muqarnas provide a close technical comparison to
Armenian construction. It is worth noting that the
corbelled construction of the Armenian muqarnas
vaults are technically and structurally closer to the
Seljuq examples than they are to typical Armenian
vault construction, which had a thin stone facing on
a mortared rubble core. A Seljuq muqarnas half-dome

Fig. 14. Sculpted capital showing the donors with the plan of the church, from the church of the Virgin at K'orogo, Georgia.
(Photo: R. Mpisachvili)
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Fig. 15. Tokat, G6k Medrese. Portal with a rmuqarnas half-vault.

from a portal of the G6k Medrese in Tokat (ca. 1265-
79), for example (fig. 15), has similarly cut blocks
with floral patterns, and these compare favorably to
the Armenian examples.3 8 In Persian and Ilkhanid
examples, these elements are normally ceramic tiles
embedded into a vault of mortared rubble.3 9

On the other hand, there are clearly differences
between the Armenian and Seljuq examples. The
Seljuq examples, like most Islamic muqarnas vaults,
mark transitions from square to circle. In the mid-
thirteenth-century domes of the Agzikarahan and the
Sultan Han, for example, the muqarnas elaborated
corbelled transitions-that is, squinches below the
dome.4 0 The vault at Astvatsankal retains its rectilin-
ear geometry as it rises, and this is typical of the Ar-
menian vaults. We might suggest that what we have
in Astvatsankal is a regional Armenian variation of a
form of vault that was widespread by the twelfth cen-
tury, with examples known not just from the Islamic
world, but in numerous related cultures as well, as
in the palatial architecture of Constantinople, Seville,
and Palermo.4 Muqarnas niches and other Seljuq
motifs appearing in the thirteenth-century church of
Hagia Sophia in Trebizond are indicative of the de-
gree of cultural interpenetration between Islamic and

(Photo: Walter Denny)

Christian cultures at the time. 4 2 Considering the ex-
perimental nature of Armenian architecture in the
thirteenth century, particularly in the design of the
gavit, the muqarnas was, if not an exotic form, an
element that added a desired complexity to the inte-
rior design.

Our analysis of the Astvatsankal drawing and vault
probably raises many more questions than it answers.
If the muqarnas vault is a signitive Islamic form, then
our oldest known Islamic drawing is not Islamic at
all. Scholars such as Yasser Tabbaa have argued that
there are special meanings associated with the mu-
qarnas vault: in religious terms as a representation
of the particles that compose the universe, "a proof
of the existence of God," and "a uniquely Islamic solu-
tion firmly grounded in the theology of its time," or
in political terms as providing a formal link to the
Abbasid caliphate and to Baghdad.4 3 Oleg Grabar
similarly comments, "The muqarnas is an entirely
Muslim invention." 4 4 How then are we to interpret
symbolically the widespread use of the muqarnas vault
in Armenia? Finally, does the tradition for the use of
architectural drawings, such as the provocative draw-
ing from Astvatsankal originate in a Christian Cauca-
sian milieu or in an Islamic milieu, or both? Because
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MUQARNAS DRAWING FROM THIRTEENTH-CENTURY ARMENIA

the muqarnas was clearly invented in an Islamic mi-
lieu, and because the complexity of construction would
seem to have required drawings, we may suggest an
Islamic origin for the use of this type of drawing.
Nevertheless, the artistic connections between the Ar-
menians and the Seljuqs would certainly repay fur-
ther investigation concerning the transmission of ar-
chitectural forms and the use of architectural drawings.
Obviously there is much that needs to be clarified
about the relationship of medieval Islam and adja-
cent cultures. The evidence of the Astvatsankal draw-
ing provides a useful step in this direction.
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1. The illustration taken from E. Boudiot, Les Clunisiens is re-

produced in Dominique Vingtain, L'Abbaye de Cluny (Paris,
1998), p. 47.

2. Wolfgang Braunfels, Monasteries of Western Europe (New York,
1993), pp. 240-41, for text. For Cluny, see Kenneth J. Co-
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